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The shout of Patriarch Lin made Lin Shanhe’s heart jump, and he laughed a
few times, and didn’t know how to answer for a while.
Lin Ziming swept his eyes across the other Lin family members and shook
his head. He is too lazy to be familiar with them now. As early as five years
ago, when these so-called relatives were expelled from the Lin family, he
was already heartbroken. He and the Lin family It doesn’t matter anymore.
He shook his head and said, “Forget it, you can take it back. To me, this ten
million will be a drop in the bucket.”
After saying these words, he didn’t even try to take care of Lin Shanhe
anymore, but turned around and ordered Daniel and them to do something,
and detained these foreigners. They committed crimes in China. Naturally,
they couldn’t let it go so easily. they.
Because of Lin Ziming’s suppression, these foreigners dare not be arrogant
anymore. They are very well-behaved. After being handcuffed, they lost the
ability to struggle.
After finishing everything, when Lin Ziming was about to leave, Lin Shanhe
spoke again, “Ziming, stay…”
Lin Ziming stopped, turned his head, and asked with a flat expression:
“Patriarch Lin, what else is there?”
Lin Shanhe swallowed. He seemed to have plucked up his courage and said,
“Ziming, you haven’t returned to the family for a long time. Why don’t you
take this opportunity to go back to Lin’s house today?”
He is clearly Lin Ziming’s elder. As the head of the Lin family, he used to
be very majestic. Lin Ziming had to be conscientious when he saw him, but
now, his identity has completely changed. He is not conscientious in front of
Lin Ziming. It is to be cautious and frightened, for fear that it will provoke
Lin Ziming’s displeasure.
The other Lin family also had similar expressions. They just wanted to try
their best to please Lin Ziming and return to the Lin family so that their Lin
family could regain glory.
It’s just that Lin Ziming saw this idea at a glance, shook his head, and said,
“It will be forgiven when I go back. Five years ago, the Lin family and I had
no relationship.”
“This…” Lin Shanhe’s expression was ugly, full of guilt and sadness. He
slapped himself heavily, bowed long to Lin Ziming, and said pitifully,
“Ziming, five years ago The uncle’s fault is the uncle’s fault, the uncle’s
momentary obsession, he has listened to the slander, and mistakenly
believes that you are the murderer… Thousands of mistakes are the uncle’s
fault! But Ziming, in your body, always It’s the Lin family’s blood. This is
something that can’t be denied!”
What he said was very moving, and tears were even squeezed from his eyes.
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With his old appearance, I have to say that it was really touching.
If you change someone else, you must be moved by him and forgive him.
But to Lin Ziming, it was obvious at a glance that Lin Shanhe was just
guilty of performing. In fact, Lin Shanhe just saw him become a talent, and
wanted to fool him back to the Lin family, so that the Lin family could
restore its glory.
For this, Lin Ziming’s heart is very open.
Daniel and the others on the side were very surprised when they saw this
scene. They knew that Lin Ziming was awesome, but they didn’t expect that
Lin Ziming had such a past.
For a time, he admired Lin Ziming even more.
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